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WEB NEWS

Are You Old Enough to Remember
the Radio Shack TRS-80?

On August 3, 1977, Radio Shack introduced
the  TRS-80  Micro  Computer  System.  The
first week in September I was at our kitchen
table unpacking one of the first units off the
assembly line.

I was tingling with excitement, THE INNER GEEK WAS RELEASED!

When I turned the computer on, it took about 30 seconds to boot,
and the cursor began blinking at me. Oh my goodness, I was joining
Star  Trek with  my own computer!  After reading  the manual  (ok,  I
skipped most of it), the cursor was still blinking.

It boasted 4,000 bytes of RAM, and had no programs or hard drive.
You saved your work on an audio cassette player (hit  record) and
retrieved  your  data  through  the  same  cable  by  hitting  play.  It
worked, most of the time.

I wrote my first program to display "Hello, Bob ! What fun!

Over the next  few days,  I learned to program BASIC language.  I
progressed  to  the  computer  displaying  "Hello  Bob"  when  you
pressed 1 on the keyboard, "Hello Dad" when you pressed 2, and
"Hello Mom" when 3 was pressed. Then I ran out of memory. (sigh).

Over the years,  I progressed to programming web sites (HTML is
amazingly similar to BASIC) and managing Linux based servers.

But I still  long for those simpler days, where a 40lb computer had
less computing  power than  your digital  watch.  Some say I might
need therapy.  But, no, the TRS-80 was cutting edge and my first
introduction to the computer world.

If you wish to read about the TRS-80, HERE is a nice article. Join
me as I meander down memory lane.
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HOW TO

UPDATE:  CVE-2022-30287  RCE  Vulnerability  reportedly
discovered in Horde

Quick note to all who expressed concern regarding the webmail
program HORDE and the exploit contained in the code.

The program has been patched, tested and turned back on. NOTE:
Not all servers use HORDE for webmail, it may not be an option.
Email if you have any questions.

MARKETING

Faster Downloads = More Downloads

It  is  common  knowledge that  when  a web  site downloads faster,
more people will stick around to view it. Especially on cell phones.

Now fast forward a bit, ahead of your competition. You can convert
your graphics to a highly compressed format, .webp to save up to
80% in size, and you can compress your pdf files saving more than
50%.

To convert your graphics to .webp visit HERE.
To compress your PDF files visit HERE.

These sites work well, and they are free. Give them a try!

ASK A TECH

Q: My web site is down, and I don't know what to do. Help!
A: We have a  variety  of  tools  available to  us,  used  to  diagnose
whether the issue is with the code, DNS, domain, the connection or
the server. All AmeriWeb servers are up and running, this eliminates
the connection and the server. If you host with us, open a support
ticket and we will gladly check your DNS, domain and peek at the
code.
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